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The Fire-bird Singing Loud:
James K. Baxter’s Relationship with Composer Dorothy Freed
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Introduction

James K. Baxter’s biographer, Frank McKay, didn’t have much information about one of the more
tantalising mysteries of the poet’s younger years, so he skirted around it in three sentences tacked to the
end of a discussion of Baxter’s failings as a student and incipient success as an alcoholic: ‘About July or
August of 1945 he had an affair with a young married woman, “intelligent and good looking”. When her
husband found out he took a tolerant view of the affair, but insisted that it stop. Psychologically Baxter
felt it did him a lot of good, though he did not say how.’ 2

The source of McKay’s sketchy account is a letter from Baxter to his Caxton Press editor Lawrence
Baigent penned in October 1945. While richer in detail than McKay’s summary, the letter deepens the
mystery by revealing that even after the affair was discovered Baxter remained friends with both the
woman and her husband:
A month or two ago, before I left Dunedin, I had an affair with a married woman; which did me a
lot of good from the psychological point of view. I know you haven't got the shopkeeper attitude
to these things. She was young, intelligent, and good-looking, and I was and still am rather fond
of her. Her husband became aware of the situation, and took it in good part, on condition of noncontinuance. He is a very pleasant chap, Polish, rather a cynic, quite friendly to me. From a
platonic viewpoint I prefer him to his wife. 3

Forty-five years later the woman, Dorothy Freed, learned from McKay’s biography that her relationship
with Baxter had mattered more to the young poet than she understood at the time. She contacted McKay
with a tale to tell and a letter and two poems from Baxter to substantiate it. The letter, which was sent
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shortly after the affair had ended, gives some sense of the significance of the relationship for Baxter both
personally and for his poetry. ‘As for yourself,’ he wrote, ‘you know my feelings, which are strong,
physical with an injection of romantic emotion. As I more or less predicted in my poem, you are an
established dream-image.’ 4

But Dorothy Freed’s story is about more than Baxter beginning to forge his own path as a poet, for Freed
herself would become a trailblazing woman composer, renowned for setting to music texts by New
Zealand poets. She and Baxter shared similar struggles as young artists striving to be authentic in a
conventional and puritanical New Zealand emerging from years of war. Although the relationship only
lasted for two months, it helped Baxter at a critical time in his life, and resulted in a friendship with Freed
and her husband that endured for some years. The insights provided into Baxter’s writing change the way
aspects of his life and work can be understood. Freed’s story matters equally, not just for what she
achieved as a composer, but for her early and ongoing struggles to breach the additional barriers to
women’s achievement that cast even those with ‘progressive husbands’ as wives and mothers first, and
artists second, if at all.

I: I Think My Maiden Aunt Would Frown
‘Oh summer is a beggar's feast,’
Cried the rumbustious bad young man,
‘And Nobodaddy cares in the least
If we two make the two-backed beast —
So lie you down, lie you down!’
‘I think my maiden aunt would frown,'
She said under the yellow lupin.
‘The Bad Young Man’ 5

Lilian Whitson, Dorothy Freed’s maiden aunt, might have frowned at her niece’s affair, but it’s certain
she would have stood by Dorothy had it become public. Freed thought her aunt ‘an amazing lady,
blissfully — or perhaps knowingly and uncaringly — oblivious of the small-town values of the narrow,
snobbish provincial society of a colonial city like Dunedin in the 1930s.’ 6 She had good cause to value
her aunt — Lilian had provided both a refuge and a fresh start for Freed in 1938, then on the cusp of
turning eighteen and desperate to escape Australia and a deteriorating relationship with her father and his
second wife.
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Image 1: Dorothy Freed, aged about 17. Photo courtesy of Jennifer Freed.

Freed had been raised in Dunedin and Melbourne by parents who called Britain home, though her mother,
Forrestina Whitson, had never been there. Her father, Gerald Doorly, was an Antarctic explorer and, as
captain of the torpedoed First World War troopship the Aparima, a decorated war hero. Freed’s education
— punctuated by the death of her mother and cut short by the machinations of her hostile stepmother —
consisted of a spell at a private school for girls in a genteel Melbourne suburb, and weekly private piano
lessons. Like most girls from the upper middle classes, she was not expected to pursue, or desire, a career.
After her mother’s death, the emotionally abusive parenting of her father and stepmother provoked the
teenage Dorothy to run away from home, eventually returning to Dunedin, where her mother’s family still
lived. For two memorable years she co-habited with Aunt Lilian in her ‘dirty but charming old house’. 7

Becoming independent at a young age endowed Freed with a lifelong resourcefulness, creativity, and
disregard for society’s conventions. By the time of her meeting with Baxter in 1945, she was
supplementing her husband’s income by writing and presenting lectures on classical music for the 4YA
radio station in Dunedin, having previously worked as a secretary and a journalist for the Listener.
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II: ‘The Cross in the Bowels’
Easy to hold a girl like fruit new-fallen:
She will not ask your soul. You can forget
The cross in the bowels if the groin is swollen.
Easy to sleep: night holds an open gate.
‘O The Romantic Lie’ 8

On the surface, Dorothy Freed’s life in 1945 was more purposeful than James K. Baxter’s, who had failed
at Otago University a year earlier: ‘Aphrodite, Bacchus, and the Holy Spirit were my tutors, but the
goddess of good manners and examination passes withheld her smile from me.’ 9 His refusal to continue at
university led to a confrontation with his mother, Millicent, the formidable daughter of renowned
academic parents, who had high expectations for her son. Baxter’s mother rarely comes off well in her
son’s writing. His semi-autobiographical novel Horse captures the ambivalence of their relationship: ‘she
lifted her face to be kissed, a face whose power lay in its capacity to be hurt…His stomach sank like a
stone in a bog. Horse and his mother loved each other. The misunderstanding between them, more
profound than any communication, stretched right back to the cotton wool and enemas and foreskinclipping doctors of a Karitane nursing home.’ 10

Baxter’s misery in 1945 — his ‘cross in the bowels’ — was the product of loneliness, isolation and
periods of depression he’d endured throughout adolescence, that ‘arid time…when sex and intellect are
both active but have nothing to feed on but the sight of a girl’s legs in the bus and coloured diagrams of
test-tubes in a science notebook. Like certain animals in cages, the adolescent begins to devour himself.’ 11
As the youngest son in a prominent pacifist family — with a father who had been New Zealand’s most
resolute conscientious objector of the last war, a mother who was forceful in the cause, and an older
brother who had spent years in defaulter’s detention — young James had much to live up to and feared
being found unworthy. Ostracized at school and in his Brighton community throughout the war, he
channeled his loneliness into habitual poem writing and, once he was old enough, habitual drinking.
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Image 2: The Baxter family in Brighton, c. 1945, from left James, Terence, Archie and Millicent,
photographed by Bill Freed. Photo courtesy of Jane Freed.

Baxter’s one unequivocal success in 1945 was his first book of poems, Beyond the Palisade, which
appeared to critical acclaim. Otherwise he alternated drinking bouts with labouring in Dunedin factories
and, from mid-September, as a farm hand on Wanaka sheep station in the foothills of the Southern Alps.
As the reference to Aphrodite indicates he was also seeking sexual love, not frivolously, but in the hope
that adult sexual experience might mitigate the perils of arid adolescence, destructive libido, and
dangerous solitude. It was that, or suicide: ‘One day the boy entered his father’s coalhouse and took down
from a beam the sawn-off rifle he had hidden there. Almost without thought he placed the muzzle in his
mouth, having nothing to lose. Then an idea occurred to him — “You have never yet loved a woman.
Wait till then, and see if the world changes.’ So he replaced the gun in its hiding place.” 12 Twenty years
later Baxter would write, ‘I praise that / sad boy now, who having no / hope, did not blow out his
brains.’ 13
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III:

This Woman Only
This woman only have I cause to bless
Than mother more — for when I came to her
My spring cloak rent by the white knives of winter,
She did not give me leave to scare the crows
As one long since, nor hide in house of sorrows;
But smiled and welcomed me and took me in
Clothed me in her smooth nerves and milken skin —
She to the world’s mad eyes adulteress.
(This Woman Only) 14

At the time of meeting Baxter in 1945, Dorothy Freed had not yet begun her career as a composer. A 26year-old mother of three without formal educational qualifications, she was extroverted, artistic, and, like
Baxter, desperately lonely. She was married—unhappily—to Bill Freed (born Wilhelm Fried), a PolishJewish architect who had fled war-torn Europe. Neither had wanted marriage, but a casual affair in 1940
led to an unexpected pregnancy and a failed search for an abortionist. Bill Freed insisted on an open
marriage—an extremely unusual arrangement for the time, though in practice hardly an egalitarian one,
since he expected his wife to tolerate his affairs but exhibited a jealous rage over hers.

Image 3: Dorothy Freed, a young mother with two small daughters, Jane and Anna, c. 1943. Photo
courtesy of Jane Freed.
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Freed’s Aunt Lilian owned a small holiday cottage in Brighton, two doors away from the Baxter family,
and the Freeds and the Baxters generally enjoyed a cordial relationship. Millicent Baxter and Bill found
many common interests, having both lived in Paris, but Dorothy, lacking formal education and worldly
experience, felt left out of the discussion. ‘I thought [Millicent] was bloody rude, as a matter of fact,’ she
recalled in a 1990 interview with Frank McKay, ‘because she used to ignore me in a rather pointed
way.’ 15 She preferred the company of Archibald Baxter, going out to talk to him in his garden while
Millicent and Bill carried on their intellectual conversations indoors.

It was during a visit to Brighton with her sister Geraldine Wilson that Dorothy Freed got to know young
James Baxter apart from his family. Two young women prepared to listen to his poetry was an agreeable
audience and Baxter arrived at the Whitson cottage every evening to read and recite his work: ‘we used to
get very giggly about this because he wasn’t very discriminate at the time, and he was very prolific and
he’d written so much, and it went on by the hour, and he had this rather strange delivery, we thought it
was rather odd at the time, very slightly droning and chanting’ 16. Freed, herself seeking to develop as an
artist, recognized that, ‘this young man was extremely gifted. There was no doubt about that. He was
extremely gifted.’ His talent was also uneven — ‘he was still too young to pick out the good things from
the also-ran things’ — and he was having conflicts with his mother, which fostered an empathy in Freed
that increased their closeness: ‘he was having great rebellious troubles with his mum, and as I say, I
wasn’t all that happy with her myself at that time. I didn’t think she was treating me very nicely, and I
was sort of sympathetic with him about that.’ 17

Meanwhile, the Freed marriage was deteriorating. ‘I became more resentful and miserable and felt less
and less adequate in my marriage,’ Freed wrote in a memoir from 1991. ‘I looked with more interest at
the men who flirted with me. It was nice to feel attractive again after years of pregnancies and parturition
and particularly nice to feel wanted when I was living with someone who appeared to want me only in
bed.’ 18 Baxter’s desire for Freed inspired ‘a desire on my part to teach this rather sweet, innocent young
man what sex was all about’. 19 She found an opportunity to initiate an affair in the winter of 1945. At the
behest of her aunt she caught the bus alone to Brighton to whitewash the interior walls of the cottage with
calcimine, suspecting Baxter would want to help. ‘I can’t remember how it all actually happened,’ she
told McKay, ‘but we ended up together in some kind of a clinch, and from that I led him on. I was
certainly a wicked woman. I’d planned—the thought was not out of my mind when I went out to
calcimine the walls. I thought, well, we’ll play it by ear and see what happens, and if things happen that
way, well, I’ll go along with it.’
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Image 4: Dorothy Freed with her dog, Lubra, in the early 1940s. Photo courtesy of Jennifer Freed.

Baxter claimed — with what McKay described as ‘bravado’ — to have had a previous sexual
relationship, but Freed doubted this claim. She described their first encounter to McKay as having ‘little
ups and downs and difficulties.’ 20 She was wise enough not to imagine that she and Baxter were in love.
‘I think it did do him some good because I think he hadn’t had the nerve to really get places, get anywhere
with a woman, and he was dying to. I don’t think that he was in love with me, although the love letter that
he wrote me and the poems might look like it. I think he was in love with love, and at the time I
represented that to him. I think he was very sex oriented in his teens but he’d never had the nerve to do it
straight, you know, or he hadn’t had the success with getting anybody to do so. But if I was his first
woman, as I think—it seems I was, it was quite a big event for him, and he was in love with love.’ 21

Baxter had not been as passive in initiating the affair as Dorothy Freed presumed. Nor was their
relationship as secret from his family as she imagined. Terence, Baxter’s older brother, witnessed the
affair develop, and was himself attracted to Freed. He had recently been released from four years in
defaulters’ detention as a conscientious objector and was back in Brighton trying to pick up the threads of
his interrupted life. He was drawn to Freed. ‘There was a woman out there who was a married woman, an
attractive woman, just a naturally attractive looking woman, never needed to bother about wearing makeup. And I thought she was quite nice myself, she'd talk to me, and she'd talk to me about my boat, and I'd
think “Oh she's a nice woman!” I rather liked her.’ 22
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Handsome, and taller than his brother, Terry had been successful with women before he was imprisoned,
and he didn’t expect to play second fiddle to his younger brother on his return. But he was no poet. ‘After
a while she started taking an interest in Jim, and the next thing he was off talking with her, talking poetry
and so forth. She was intelligent and well educated, and she sensed this thing in him that she didn't get in
me very much.’ Baxter’s boast to Terry — 'I'm going to be with her’ — inspired a low-level sibling
rivalry that would have appalled Millicent Baxter has she ever discovered her sons were competing for a
married woman.
I said ‘Oh rubbish! [laughs] I've got my eye on her, I think she's quite nice, you won't be
able to do anything there.’
‘Oh yes?’ he said. And told me he was going to do this and that. Well, you know, I didn't
believe him, but you know he did. I'd stayed awake, and he disappeared out of his room and went
off, and I followed him all the way, where he went, and you know he went into that house and he
didn't come out for a couple of hours. 23
The affair continued into spring, becoming physical on ‘six or eight occasions,’ 24 one tryst took place
among the lupins near Brighton beach. It ended only when a suspicious Bill Freed demanded to know
whether they were having an affair, and Dorothy admitted it. Despite having previously endorsed the
benefits of an open marriage, Bill was enraged to discover his wife’s relationship with Baxter. ‘Looking
back, I would say that it did work, the pact did work,’ Freed told McKay. ‘But he was very upset, very
upset. But he was more upset at “What will the neighbours say?” and “Did anybody, could anybody ever
have found out?” It was his own pride that he didn’t wish hurt. He insisted on going out to see Jim at
Brighton and being shown every place we ever went, and casing the joint, as we say, to make sure. He
seemed to be quite satisfied that nobody could possibly have found out.’ 25 The turmoil was too much for
Freed. ‘The whole episode became so embarrassing to me that I dropped Jim like a brick,’ she wrote in
her memoir. ‘As he [Baxter], too, was being harassed by Willi [Bill’s Polish nickname] for intimate
details, I think he was probably just as glad to call it a day.’ 26
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Image 5: Dorothy Freed in Dunedin, c. 1945. Photo courtesy of Jane Freed.

After his rage had subsided, Bill Freed and Baxter began an unlikely friendship. ‘He was a very
sophisticated man, very witty, very amusing, very charming, and he and Jim got on—well, Jim adored
him. It became a very funny kind of relationship, but Bill did insist that it stop. He more or less said it was
not the principle involved, it was the fact that he was certainly not going to have any risks being taken to
the family reputations and so on, especially in his case. We did stop. But Jim was very fond of my
husband, and he often came to him for advice, just as he came to me for advice. He used to come to me
for advice about how to get on with Jacquie later on, you know, how to get her back when she’d thrown
him out and so on. But it was Bill he liked to talk to, really, about all sorts of other things.’ 27

Terry Baxter, who was aware that the affair had ended and why, became alarmed when he learned that
Jim’s friendship with Bill Freed extended to them going off into the countryside alone together shooting:
He ran a risk there, he ran a terrible risk there, because that chap, her husband —quite a nice chap
— but he suggested to my brother that they go out together shooting rabbits. So they went off with
a gun rabbit shooting. Now if that chap had thought up something, he could have got my brother to
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shoot a rabbit say, then tell him to go over and get the rabbit, and then had him. And he might have
said he tripped over the rifle or something. 28

After the excitement of the affair, going back to day-to-day life as a Dunedin housewife sent Freed into a
deepening depression. Her elder daughter, Jane Freed, believed that it was around this time — late winter
1945 — that Freed made a not-very-serious attempt at suicide. One evening, she caught a bus to St. Clair,
intending to drown herself in the sea. She took off her clothes and waded into the water, but found it so
cold that she lost her nerve and went back to shore. 29 Twenty years later, she satirized the episode in the
morbidly hilarious one-woman operetta Suicide Deferred, 30 for which she wrote the libretto as well as the
musical score, in which a beleaguered housewife tries to commit suicide but is interrupted first by her
dentist, then the telephone, a vacuum cleaner salesman and a girlfriend. Eventually, panicking over how
her hair will look when she is discovered, the housewife decides to call her hairdresser, but cannot get an
appointment for a fortnight, and decides not to commit suicide after all. According to Jane Freed, the
‘farce’ was autobiographical, but, in typical Freed style, presented as a melodramatic joke.

IV:

Prometheus and the Firebird: Some comments on James K. Baxter’s poems referring to

Dorothy Freed (Paul Millar)

In 2001, I argued in Spark to a Waiting Fuse that Baxter’s ‘love affairs were always difficult and rarely
ideal. In most of his poems dealing with relationships, the loved one is distant or absent, and the love
relationship is characterised painfully—a reluctant dependence that merely emphasises the lover’s own
solitude and inadequacy’. 31 It is now evident that the poems referring to Baxter’s relationship with
Dorothy Freed offer a clear exception to that argument. It is an exception we can begin to understand by
looking more closely at the six poems by Baxter (see Appendix 2) that are contiguous with, and refer
directly to, his relationship with Freed. 32
‘O the Romantic Lie’, written mid-August 1945 33

The opening couplet of the first poem of this series, ‘O the Romantic Lie’, records an epiphany, received
via Dorothy Freed, that healthier forms of love and sexuality exist than the ideal of ‘Romantic Love’
imposed from childhood:
O the romantic lie and the taut taut wire
Is broken now: to see life spill like water’
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Baxter would later explain why the Romantic lie was so pernicious: ‘[e]very boy or girl born into our
European culture inherits a deeply-rooted conception of Love, of an ambiguous state of being overtly
linked to the normalising effect of courtship and marriage, but tacitly opposed to both. Sex is too gross for
the true Romantic lover; and charity is too dull.’ Such Romantic passion, he concluded, is ‘delusive and
demonic ... the working of a complex narcissism through which many lives founder daily’. 34

What facilitates the Romantic lie is the taut puppet wire of social conditioning and duty; ‘where the
puppet-wires strum’, Baxter wrote, ‘[t]hought narrows and the heart is numb’. 35 The relationship with
Freed teaches that the better alternative to life strung on the wire is to be faithful to one’s humanity and
mortality. Accepting that life will ‘spill like water’ is the key to living authentically. There is an allusion
here to the Biblical story of King David, enthroned in Jerusalem, dutifully resisting reconciliation with his
son Absalom until the widow from Tekoah reminds him how fleeting and irrevocable will be his
opportunities to bridge such personal chasms: ‘All of us must die eventually’, she argues. ‘Our lives are
like water spilled out on the ground, which cannot be gathered up again.’ 36 Baxter’s rationale for alluding
to the David story is that for those who seek to create, reconciliation is better than rupture; a message he
delivers with consummate awkwardness in the final line of ‘O the Romantic Lie’s’ third stanza:
‘Jerusalem desires no chasmed builders.’

Like the other Freed poems, ‘O the Romantic Lie’ exhibits a lightness unusual in work from this period,
with ripe fruit, spring flowers, sleep and peace, recurring motifs: ‘Easy to hold a girl like fruit new-fallen:
/ She will not ask your soul…. Easy to sleep: night holds an open gate.’ The fruit and flower allusions
refer to two generative female figures; Freed’s namesake saint, Dorothea of Caeserea, and the Greek
goddess Persephone. Dorothea is a relatively uncomplicated symbol; the patroness of gardeners, whose
headdress at the time of her martyrdom, ‘was found to be filled with a heavenly fragrance of roses and
fruits’. 37 Persephone is more interesting because of the way Baxter associates her with the first relaxation
of winter’s iron grip, the moment when the earliest harbingers of spring, the ice-flowers—snowdrops and
crocuses—emerge from the dead ground of winter.
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‘To D.’ (i), written c. 20 August 1945

Having established that a real lover is no Romantic abstract, but an actual person, a physical, mental and
emotional reality who brings ‘peace passing sound and sight’ (‘To D.’ (i)), 38 Baxter sets out to articulate
his developing understanding of love untainted by the Romantic lie. At first it might appear the sonnet,
‘To D.’ (i), does not say much about a lover. However, this appearance changes when a key phrase in
Baxter’s poem—‘the womb of time’—is revealed as a direct borrowing from D.H. Lawrence’s late poem
‘Elysium’:
Then I shall know the Elysium
That lies outside the monstrous womb
Of time from which I come. 39
In an early draft, Lawrence’s poem had been titled ‘Eden’; a name that evokes Baxter’s enduring
idealization of the pre-lapsarian state. Lawrence’s ‘Elysium’ is set in a darkening paradise, where other
senses become more acute as sight declines, until an invisible and unseen Eve arrives to sever the poet’s
connection to the ‘monstrous womb / Of time’, a rebirth that rescues him from ‘the material world with
which he morbidly identified himself’. 40 Up to a point Baxter’s sonnet borrows from Lawrence, also
evoking an atmosphere of darkness and silence in which other senses are enhanced. But Baxter’s crucial
outcome is the exact opposite of Lawrence’s. Where, in ‘Elysium’, Eve in perfect silence delivers the poet
from the womb of time and the material world, in ‘To D.’ (i), silence is broken with ‘one soft
word…louder than music at gong stroke’, and the poet abruptly discovers that ‘the womb of time
remembered me’.
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Image 6: Facsimile of Baxter’s sonnet ‘To D.’ (i), Hocken Library

Lawrence’s poem, written near the end of his life, encounters an Eve who provides the poet with refuge
from the material world. Baxter, writing near the beginning of his adult life, encounters an Eve who frees
him from the frozen stasis of the preceding four years of miserable adolescence by recalling him to the
present, when ‘time remembers me.’ This fact, that the relationship with Freed re-starts all the clocks for
Baxter and frees him from a living wintry death, cannot be underestimated. ‘O the Romantic Lie’ shows
us Baxter discovering the falsity of ‘Romantic Love’, and opening the possibility of a relationship more
real and genuine. ‘To D.’ (i), is a reminder that the idealised past and the death-shadowed future, exist
either side of an eternal present, the point at which time remembers us. 41
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‘To D.’ (ii), written 31 August 1945

Where Baxter’s first poem ‘To D.’ only refers to her obliquely and by inference, his second poem ‘To D.’
writes directly of their passion in symbolic terms that speak both to her identity as a musician and to the
nature of her effect upon him. Where symbols of winter and cold dominate Baxter’s adolescent poems of
personal identity, the symbol that identifies Freed is the firebird, characterized by intense physical
warmth:
But I who in the cloudier night
Have heard the fire-bird singing loud
And kissed your warm responding mouth
And left you as the dawn drew breath:
I fear no sky of leaden hate
Elate a while and proud. 42

Using the firebird to symbolise Dorothy Freed is a musical borrowing that could hardly have been more
apt. She had been a passionate fan of Igor Stravinsky’s ever since Melbourne in 1936, when, aged 17, she
had seen the Monte Carlo Russian Ballet. ‘I have never since seen a ballet troupe which excited me half
as much as that one,’ she wrote in her Memoir. 43 Their repertoire included, Petrushka and The Firebird,
and Freed ‘adored the Stravinsky ballets’. He became and remained her favourite 20th century composer:
‘I had certainly never heard of Stravinsky before, and doubt whether I had ever heard any deliberately
discordant orchestral music anywhere. I took to Stravinsky like a duck to water.’ 44 When he visited New
Zealand in 1961, Freed and her daughter Jane were at the airport to welcome him, holding signs saying, ‘I
Dig IG’.
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Image 7: Igor Stravinsky being welcomed at Wellington airport, 1961. Freed is at far left, half-hidden
behind daughter Jane. The woman nearest Stravinsky is composer Jenny McLeod. Photo courtesy of Jane
Freed.

Baxter would have quickly discovered that Freed’s passion for music was as deep seated as his passion
for poetry, and that she was as steeped in the work of the great composers as he was in the work of the
great poets. She owned a top-quality gramophone and a good collection of 78 records. Her musical
influence is evident in a number of poems from this period, such as ‘Beethoven in Spring’, which is
discussed in the conclusion.

The lover Baxter represents in the second poem ‘To D.’ is one who gives much and asks little in return,
who is kind and above all non-judgmental. It is the climate of warmth, tenderness and peace her actions
and attitudes create, that begins to conquer the immobilizing wintry cold that is such a feature of the
poetry of this period. Something new grows:
Under your slant and tender eyes —
Twin moons —the frozen tides awoke
And a new earth was green.

And thus whatever tree may grow,
You are the garden and the root:
(‘To D.’ (ii))
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‘Anatomy of Love’, written 13 September 1945 45

The poem ‘Anatomy of Love’ was written after the affair with Freed had drawn to an end following its
discovery by her husband. Baxter had just journeyed to the central South Island high country sheep run,
Wanaka Station, to work as a farmhand until November. Writing out of this context, the poem seems like
an appraisal of what he has learned from Dorothy Freed, and an attempt to understand where he has
arrived at personally. Thus, the opening stanza puts Romantic love’ in its appropriate place as the ‘allunknown exhibit’ of ‘love’s skeleton’ in a ‘blind museum’. The subsequent stanzas share the lesson
learned that the dark night of the imagination that promoted the Romantic lie is not where love comes
from. Baxter has discovered that real, naked love is tactile, involving ‘moth kisses’, ‘fragile odours’,
‘nerves and skeleton’, breasts, and ‘burning thighs’, all leading to a post-coital ‘ecstasy and peace’ that he
has never seen written of in relation to Romantic love.

It seems that what the affair with Freed gave Baxter was concrete experience to set against ‘the day’s
denial of those dreams / That run like rivers nightlong under sand’. It may be that law and custom will
still attempt to limit the individual, like the child that ‘carried in his breast a tree / Killed long since by
idiot gardeners / Who pruned the stem of spring with fear’. But the poem, for Baxter, is unusually
hopeful—dream rivers can ‘burst from adamant’ and, despite the risks, an individual can ‘lie / Upon the
present green, and clothe the sky / With happiness, before loud winds devour.’ In a direct reference to
Freed and her music, the poet asks rhetorically, ‘Do not the birds in self-engrossing dawn / Sing yet
orchestral?’
‘This Woman Only’, written c. 23 September 1945 46

‘This Woman Only’, a sonnet written a fortnight after Baxter arrived at Wanaka Station, gives in the
octave the frankest assessment of what the affair with Dorothy Freed has meant to him. ‘This woman only
have I cause to bless / Than mother more,’ he begins. The imagery associated with Freed’s
accommodating sensuality is familiar—she ‘smiled and welcomed me and took me in / Clothed me in her
smooth nerves and milken skin’—as is the firebird imagery in the sestet’s reference to ‘birds of flame’
that light and sing. What is new, is that the singing birds alight on the poet’s ‘blossoming rod’ that ‘[f]or
her I carry now’. This reference to Aaron’s rod, which brought forth flowers and fruit, relates to both
Saint Dorothea’s emblems and to D.H. Lawrence’s novel Aaron’s Rod. Baxter’s identification with
Dorothea’s miracle is an identification with the generative, healing qualities he blesses in Freed. The
reference to Lawrence’s picaresque novel, in which a man abandons his stale life and heads off to
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discover himself as an artist, might suggest that Baxter has decided to leave what is safe and respectable
for the more uncertain calling of his art. This reading is supported to some extent by biography—Baxter
had abandoned university studies to experience the world and develop as a writer—and also by the
literary reference to Byron in the final line — ‘she was kind, not blind, as springs in deserts flow.’
Byron’s poem ‘Youth and Age’ contrasts the joy and vitality of youth with the loss and waning of old
age, and cautions against wasting youthful opportunities. But the poem also offers a reminder that
perspective matters (as a dying man in a desert who encounters a puddle of brackish water would attest)
and imperfect reality is better than an unattainable ideal:
Oh could I feel as I have felt, or be what I have been,
Or weep as I could once have wept o'er many a vanish'd scene,—
As springs in deserts found seem sweet, all brackish though they be,
So midst the wither'd waste of life those tears would flow to me! 47

In an earlier poem titled ‘Resurrection,’ Baxter had made his only other reference to Aaron’s rod in a
poem that unusually for the period calls for Christ to come with the ‘bread of blessing in thy healing
hand: / Till hearts remembering their infant peace / Like rod of Aaron shoot.’ The incongruous Christian
symbolism is alleviated significantly in the final lines of the poem when Baxter links Christ — the
metaphorical rod of Aaron — with one of the classical symbols of the feminine that I believe he came to
associate with Freed, the goddess Persephone:
Pray we O pray for a sick world's release.
O Christ, as from the crucificial tomb
Come thou; with pale Persephone come
The bread of blessing in thy healing hand.
Make new with leaf and fruit
A green land. 48
‘Prometheus,’ written 4 November 1945 49

On 4 November 1945, shortly before leaving Wanaka Station, Baxter composed a long poem in 16
quatrains, titled ‘Prometheus.’ Just six stanzas of the poem entered the Baxter canon as ‘Prometheus’ in
Blow, Wind of Fruitfulness (1948). In the longer poem, Baxter bluntly assesses his state of mind and body
at the time— ‘from a drunken darkness peace is born’—and in a single stanza summarizes the
significance of his relationship with Freed:
And one could read the question in my eyes
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And smiled and took me to her bed at midnight
And slaked my thirst with her smooth lips and thighs
And held me sleepless in her arms till daylight.

Although only this stanza refers to Freed, ‘Prometheus’ is one of the more significant of the six poems,
because both stanza and title tie her directly to Baxter’s most significant adolescent figure of the self, ‘the
Titan Prometheus, from whose wound grows the iceflower of art.’ 50 In Baxter’s symbolism, ice-flowers
of art are poems, each one the product of the poet’s tormenting wound, that, before Freed, grew
immaculately from seed drops of blood that fall from the poet’s side onto the snow. The revelation in the
Freed poems is that not all poetry is produced by drops of solitary suffering falling on virgin snow;
Persephone’s earliest harbingers of spring are ice-flowers emerging from the dead world of winter: ‘the
flame-crocus in the spring / Unparented from earth will rise … the flower / That bears the weight of blood
and song’. (‘To D.’ (ii)) The message of the Freed poems is that Prometheus doesn’t need to carry the
weight of the world of human suffering alone, natural processes facilitate germination of ice-flowers /
poems: ‘The snowdrops rise unfearing from their mould; / Too huge a weight the world on animal
shoulders.’ (‘O the Romantic Lie’)

V:

Dorothy Freed’s career as artist and composer (Miranda Wilson)

Whatever we might gather about the influence of Dorothy Freed from reading James K. Baxter’s poetry,
and the good it did Baxter at the time, the reality is that by end of his remarkable life the affair had
become an interesting biographical footnote. But so too had it become a footnote for Dorothy Freed, a noless-remarkable personality, who would become a trailblazing woman composer. Freed went on to study
composition with the likes of Douglas Lilburn, Peter Racine Fricker and Elisabeth Lutyens, and earn
renown for setting to music texts by New Zealand poets. She was also instrumental in founding the
Centre for New Zealand Music (SOUNZ) and advocating for New Zealand composers. In 1998 she was
awarded the New Zealand Order of Merit for services to NZ music.

Early in Freed’s career, Baxter himself was able to help her find her compositional ‘voice.’ After Douglas
Lilburn suggested that Freed set New Zealand poetry for her art songs for voice and piano rather than the
English poetry she had learned at school, she sought Baxter’s advice on suitable texts. She found Baxter’s
own poetry unsuitable for setting to music, probably because his metres did not correspond to her
preferred musical time signatures Her preference was for compound time, in which the main beats of the
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bar are divisible by three, and thus the majority of her vocal compositions are in 6/8 time. Baxter, on the
other hand, with his tendency to write in variations of iambic meter, was more readily divisible by twos.
Baxter evidently understood this, and suggested Basil Dowling’s Mortal Love as a starting point. This
became a work for SATB (Soprano, Alto, Tenor, Bass) choir (1956) in a syllabic style, seemingly
influenced by the dissonant English plainsong of the fifteenth century. 51 After the success of this early
effort, which won a national prize for composition, Freed began to set texts by R. A. K. Mason and A. R.
D. Fairburn, also at Baxter’s recommendation, and by doing so found her own characteristic style, which
combined the forms and structures of English art song with Lilburn’s own Vaughan Williams- and
Sibelius-influenced melodic and harmonic structures.

Image 8: Dorothy Freed, 1970s. Photo courtesy of Roger Wilson.

Dorothy Freed was not a prolific composer since, unlike her male contemporaries who enjoyed university
teaching positions and the support of helpmeet spouses, she never had the chance to compose full-time.
She also opined that the sexist prejudices of Professor Frederick Page of Victoria University had denied
her a scholarship to pursue postgraduate work in Italy, though this claim is disputed by another New
Zealand woman composer, Jenny McLeod. 52 Whatever the reasons, Freed’s need to support herself in
non-music occupations meant that her overall output was relatively small. The works she did compose
were usually highly regarded, however. Because her vocal composition style was accessible to developing
voices, several of her songs are regularly performed in events such as regional competitions. The piano
accompaniments, too, are accessible to student-level pianists. “Kowhai” (from the song cycle The Sun, the
Wind, and the Rain), a setting of a text by A. R. D. Fairburn, appeared as the title piece of a collection of
women’s music published by SOUNZ – The Centre for New Zealand Music in 1994 and has never been
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out of print. 53 Later works from the 1980s and 1990s feature greater complexity for the performers. The
Chinese Terracotta Soldiers, an epic piano piece inspired by a trip to China, reflects Freed’s own
proficient pianism. Deserted Beach, a setting of a text by Ruth Dallas for soprano and string quartet,
featured in the Composing Women’s Festival in Wellington Town Hall in 1993, and was later performed
by the New Zealand String Quartet.

Image 9: Dorothy Freed with a cello, 1970s. Photo courtesy of Roger Wilson.

If Freed is now considered a minor composer in the history of New Zealand music, she is nevertheless a
significant one, as one of the first New Zealand women to achieve international success in the field. She
was quick to support other women composers, for example by participating enthusiastically in the
“Musicwomen Aotearoa” festivals in the 1990s.
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VI:

Conclusion

'Ah Love's joy was not made to last,'
Sighed the rumbustious sad young man.
'The world's mill is grinding fast
And the sky, the sky is overcast--But still, I thank you for your kindness.'
'I fear the sand has soiled my dress,'
She said under the yellow lupin.
‘The Bad Young Man’

In 1950 Dorothy and Bill Freed relocated to Johnsonville in Wellington, where they resumed their
friendship with James K. Baxter and began a friendship with Baxter’s wife, Jacquie. Freed’s diary entries
from that year contain several mentions of meeting and chatting with Jacquie on buses.54 Baxter was then
struggling with serious alcoholism, and one evening in late August he woke the Freed household by
ringing the doorbell at midnight, drunk, only to be sent away by Bill Freed’s elderly stepfather. 55

Image 10: James K. Baxter in the early 1950s

The Freeds and Baxters saw ever more of each other after the Freeds moved in 1951 to 17 Mallam Street
in Karori, a 15-minute walk from the Baxter’s house at 105 Messines Road. Freed felt a particular
compassion towards Jacquie Baxter, and a deep empathy with her struggles in marriage. ‘I’ve always felt
very sorry for Jacquie. She’s got that sadness written all over her face that she had from the beginning. A
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kind of disappointment she has, to me, on her face. I myself didn’t have an easy marriage and I knew
what it was like to have to put up with a lot of things you’d rather not have to put up with for the sake of
your children, and not breaking their home up and so on. But I think there was more than that with
Jacquie because I think she loved him very dearly and I think he treated her very badly in the days when
he was very slobby and horrid.’ 56

Freed was then working in an administrative position at Victoria University and studying music as a
mature student of Douglas Lilburn. Jacquie, too, was on campus working on her Master’s thesis — the
first MA ever awarded to a Māori woman — and the two often saw each other. In fact, it was Freed who
typed Jacquie’s thesis, after Jacquie had approached her. ‘She [Jacquie] gave me a pair of stockings,’
Freed told McKay. ‘It was very pathetic because they had just no money … But she asked me if I would
type her thesis, and I did, and she said “Look, I’m sorry, I can’t pay you,” and I said “That’s all right,
Jacquie.”’ 57

She was more honest to her journal. ‘“Spent the evening typing Jacky’s [sic] thesis, which is very slow
going, especially on my awful typewriter. Jim arrived in a semi-drunken state at about 10 o’clock asking
us to go over to a party. Had to refuse, but later Bill went, the swine! Felt rather sorry for myself staying
home alone hammering out Jacky [sic] Baxter’s bloody thesis.” 58
Freed never felt that she and Jacquie were ‘intimate friends,’ 59 but she certainly felt empathy for her on
the occasions that the Freeds attended parties at the Baxters’ house. Both wives were excluded from the
‘high-falutin talk’ around the dinner table, with ‘Jacquie being rather sort of remote in the background
and disappearing and bringing in supper and so on, and not being — me going out to talk to her in the
kitchen. I wasn’t awfully interested in all the high-falutin talk but Bill seemed to be able to cope. On the
way home, I said to him “How did you enjoy that evening? I haven’t really. I’ve been way out of my
depth.” And he said “Oh, very amusing really.” I said “What do you mean?” and he said “They’re arguing
about things that have been argued about for two thousand years and nobody’s found an answer yet.”’ 60
Freed and Baxter occasionally met at coffee bars for ‘amicable discussions’ 61 in the middle nineteenfifties, but the friendship cooled after one of Baxters’ visits to the Freed family home. Freed wrote in her
diary the next morning: ‘Jim Baxter arrived an hour late for dinner, in a drunken state—thank goodness
the family were out. As it was, it was embarrassing with the children. Silly fool. He slept all the evening,
which suited Bill and me very well, as we read and listened to the radio. Served supper and had a bath—
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had a job to get rid of Jim. He says Jacky threatens to leave him, and I can’t blame her. Poor thing—
pregnant too. I can’t believe it’s anything but a pose. Bill is a bit furious—as am I.’ 62

While it seems that Baxter and Freed never again referred to their affair, it had not left Baxter’s mind, and
in 1951, after Dorothy Freed had moved to live nearby, he wrote one final poem about their time together,
called ‘The Bad Young Man’, 63 a comic account of a horny, opportunistic and loquacious young lothario,
ham-fistedly seducing a pragmatic young woman, who is only half-attentive to the act. In the poem,
Baxter gives his bad young man six lines to his lover’s every two, but it is her deflating pronouncements,
delivered while on her back, ‘under the yellow lupin,’ that dominate each stanza. 64 She counters the
ardent young man’s self-centered, pseudo-literary pronouncements with pragmatic statements concerning
social morality (‘I think my maiden aunt would frown’), the future (‘And O my dear, I love you so.’ /
‘You’ll tell a different tale tomorrow.’), her own comfort (‘Gentlier, or you’ll break my back.’), and her
material well-being (‘I fear the sand has soiled my dress.’) The young woman’s disapproval may also be
ironic if Baxter was periodically on the receiving end of disapproval from Freed about his behavior
towards Jacquie at the time he wrote it.

Freed’s account of Baxter’s drunken visit to the family home is the last time he is mentioned in any of her
writings until the memoirs she wrote in the nineteen-nineties. By the time she recounted the episode to
McKay, her feelings had softened, since she had recently read his biography of Baxter and regretted
having disapproved of him forty years before. She had, she told McKay, wept when she read Baxter’s
testament at the end of the book. She was also touched to read in the book that years later when Baxter
became the Burns Fellow at Otago University, he had ‘returned to a beach where twenty years earlier he
had made love.’ 65

This passage in the biography may or may not be a direct reference to Freed, as shortly after their affair
ended Baxter embarked on another more serious love-affair that would find its way into a lot of his
writing. And yet, directly related or not, it would be fair to say that Baxter’s relationship with Dorothy
Freed subtly influenced much of his subsequent poetry about love and relationships, even in poems we
cannot directly attribute. One early example is the poem, ‘Beethoven in Spring’, which bears the
hallmarks of the Freed poems already discussed. This uneasy pastoral sonnet from early 1946, written
about six months after the affair ended, is set ‘among the sheepfolds and the green / Courageous
panorama of the hills’, of the high-country sheep run, Wanaka Station. 66 The lark that ‘spirals singing’, is
a homage to Baxter’s and Freed’s respective passions, intersecting in composer Vaughan Williams setting
of George Merdith’s poem ‘The Lark Ascending’. The poem’s sestet makes an oblique and highly
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personal shift that, we now understand, directly connects James K. Baxter’s Prometheus and Dorothy
Freed’s Firebird:
The death bird spirals singing: hers the shrill
Wound in the side of immemorial grief.
How shall the Earth rejoice, whose early leaf
Must bear all wounds and winters of our ill?

The death bird spirals singing. In her pain
Of music the torn heart is healed again.

Image 11: Dorothy Freed in 1985. Photo courtesy of Roger Wilson.
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Appendix 1: James K. Baxter’s Letter to Dorothy Freed

Wanaka
23/9/45.
Darling,
Write to me now and then. There is that unanalysable feminine flavour about your letters, comforting in a
world lacking anything with a remote resemblance to you. Apart of course from the nude women above the
mantelpiece, at one of whom (your anatomical double) I look for hours.
I have written a seven-page letter to Bill with 2 dirty jokes and a bit of prose in it. He may read you it.
Here I am sitting on the bed in my hat. There is another one, empty, 2 feet away. I wish you were there. Apart
from that wish, duly censored by the moral censor, my other one is for a copy of the (Australian?) magazine
MAN. If you have any difficulty in getting a copy, don’t bother.
I think that the one of me with the kite is rather bloody. Do I possess such a rump? If so, I am rather glad I am
incapable of seeing it. The other one I rather like for its suggestion of coital abstraction.
I know Mrs Bullock, a very pleasant kindly woman, misanthropist, or rather mishominist, to all save myself
and my father. She would do me proud.
By the way, DO women look at men the same as men look at women? In the sense that one’s ‘had’ a woman
five seconds after one has met her — disrobed her and performed all possible operations. Or is that glint of the
female eye purely spiritual?
I couldn’t have rung you up or anything. No time before the train. My delivering of lambs will start next
Wednesday. It must be unpleasant to die in unsuccessful childbirth on a wet hillside. Dead sheep are so very
dead.
Give my love to Geraldine. Or if that might embarrass her something lower in the Beaufort scale.
As for yourself, you know my feelings, which are strong, physical with an injection of romantic emotion. As I
more or less predicted in my poem, you are an established dream-image. A most successful rôle.
Love,
Jim.
VUW Library, J.C. Beaglehole Room, McKay papers, item 19/4/1.
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Appendix 2: Baxter poems to Dorothy Freed (refer section IV)
O the Romantic Lie
O the romantic lie and the taut taut wire
Is broken now: to see life spill like water.
Roses are dross though they dance light on air;
And if the trapped hare cries it does not matter.
Easy to hold a girl like fruit new-fallen:
She will not ask your soul. You can forget
The cross in the bowels if the groin is swollen.
Easy to sleep: night holds an open gate.
The snowdrops rise unfearing from their mould;
Too huge a weight the world on animal shoulders.
Forgetfulness is shield from the long cold—
Jerusalem desires no chasmed builders.
Yet we love lies more than we love our kin.
And any day the mad heart cries: O see
From evening fields rising the innumerable birds;
May my thoughts be the heavens and hold the sun within them.
Hocken Library, University of Otago, MS 704/14, poem 883. Composed mid-August 1945.

To D. (i)
When I lay drunken near midnight
cursing or praising no man — darkness spoke
one word one soft word only silent broke
from the enormous mute infrangible night
(no breath of Samuel stirs by ashen light)
and o louder than music at gong-stroke
the womb of time remembered me and woke
immortal tenderness peace passing sound and sight
Oh each man’s many lives are mirroring waves
where cold sky falls immutable and sheer;
but let calm lie and the abyss is clear
where clouds and seasons where the root of graves;
and that mute murmur shakes the nether caves
Peace, peace, perpetual peace: the Night is here.
Hocken Library, University of Otago, MS 704/14, poem 885. Composed c. 20 August 1945.
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To D. (ii)
Coiled over land, the heavy cloud
Darkens by day; and seas remote.
But I who in the cloudier night
Have heard the fire-bird singing loud
And kissed your warm responding mouth
And left you as the dawn drew breath:
I fear no sky of leaden hate
Elate a while and proud.
And though my soul within me cries
By night and day No man is strong,
Yet the flame-crocus in the spring
Unparented from earth will rise:
No blind and sky-beleaguered tower,
It is the flower, alone the flower
That bears the weight of blood and song —
Alas and broken dies.
But you like swan by waters seen
For me from throat of darkness broke
To coldness of the iron lake;
And where the glacier chills had been
Swam till those mirrors flowed in praise:
Under your slant and tender eyes —
Twin moons —the frozen tides awoke
And a new earth was green.
And thus whatever tree may grow,
You are the garden and the root:
Your face under the well of night
Lies ever fruitful now, with no
Lament for broken pedestal:
Seasons and suns are changeable
But in the jungle of my heart
You cannot change nor die.
Hocken Library, University of Otago, MS 704/14, poem 887. Composed 31 August 1945.
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Anatomy of Love
O not from bones of night
Was built love’s skeleton: though in the blind museum
Of memory, the all-unknown exhibit
Is labelled Love, nocturnal and a dream.
Walked at midnight on the hills of pain;
And from moth kisses; fragile odours
And contrast of the death-encaverned moon
Grew naked love, the nerve and skeleton.
All suave thought shrank from the flood-water rising
And crouched upon crammed islands. But her breasts
And burning thighs remained, for seizing
Of that unwritten ecstasy and peace.
Await the day’s denial of those dreams
That run like rivers nightlong under sand;
Uneasy chill and hatred of the blind
Upon the standing pool their blurred and bitter scum.
For the child carried in his breast a tree
Killed long since by idiot gardeners
Who pruned the stem of spring with fear
So that it bled the innocent heart away.
Who wear their failure like a diamond
Its glitter fostered by their skin.
I have seen rivers burst from adamant;
Transparently their glacier rills within.
Commands were: “Work harder. Love your neighbour.”
But the mute crystal broken, lie
Upon the present green, and clothe the sky
With happiness, before loud winds devour.
Do not the birds in self-engrossing dawn
Sing yet orchestral? and the paper waves
Swell dynamite and batter down
Above rock-crevice, though the sea stay breathing.
To love his sullen lips and roman head
The young mechanic mending a car;
That he sun-clothed, with smell of road-tar
So muscular so easy props the sky for load.
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And to admire her, girl too much a flower
Whose breasts yet are budding through her dress;
Some tide will float her daffodils and praises
She hopes, not arc-lamp no but seasonal desire.
O wreaths and eyes would resurrect the child
Content among the smiles and furniture
Pain drowned in rock-pools, furtive anger:
But the new portraits frame a redder world.
These loves alone the dead cannot encompass
Whose massive and miraculous architecture
Has tombed us long: For these alone were nature
And love’s anatomy like leaves upon the grass.
Hocken Library, University of Otago, MS 704/14, poem 890. Composed 13 September1945.

This Woman Only
This woman only have I cause to bless
Than mother more — for when I came to her
My spring cloak rent by the white knives of winter,
She did not give me leave to scare the crows
As one long since, nor hide in house of sorrows;
But smiled and welcomed me and took me in
Clothed me in her smooth nerves and milken skin —
She to the world’s mad eyes adulteress.
For her I carry now a blossoming rod
And in their season birds of flame or snow
Light there and sing: her name and eyes will go
Like all things else to darkness and defeated;
But I against that time would set this word
That she was kind, not blind, as springs in deserts flow.
Hocken Library, University of Otago, MS 704/14, poem 897. Composed c. 23 September1945.
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Prometheus
Now as the west wind changes comes the rain;
And cloud-darkness over ranges cast
Wakens the mountain voices once again
And from the arms of night a murdered past.
The wind that moved the tapestry is dead.
And I remember, riding round my sheep
The day I staring in a furnace said
O love lies buried under abyss of sleep.
And I will celebrate the stink of rotten sheep;
Not rank with death like incense at a funeral
But sharp, the rain's companion, dark like sleep
Riding the wind and like the wind perpetual.
The fits and whims of weather mar our year
Whose lives are momentary pain and peace:
Summer is not the faithful season here
And island day remains at darkness' lease.
Yet hawks over the valley hang and soar,
And in dry shingle soughing poplars strike,
And the green willows flourish on lakeshore,
And mountain breezes ripple on the lake.
Earth in her morning mildness made this land
But now is sultry noon: and I contentless
Where so midsummer and midwinter blend
Spend in small coin my sum of tenderness.
One sang and swore, his arm about my shoulder
As I walked drunken under a drunken sky;
And his I love you moved me more than her
Who seemed the green sap, the bird's cry.
And one could read the question in my eyes
And smiled and took me to her bed at midnight
And slaked my thirst with her smooth lips and thighs
And held me sleepless in her arms till daylight.
The marrowbone was never priest nor king.
Villon they say chose drunkards' company—
Though his heart trembled like a fiddle-string
For what has never been nor yet shall be.
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Madmen may draw the angels from the sky.
The rose, the diamond, and the unicorn
Have left me now for the heart's reedy cry,
While from a drunken darkness peace is born.
Here are the emblems of perpetual day
Where the bronze horses standing in a field
Lean on the wind and graze the hours away
Eden yet green for them and earth their shield.
Who have grown used to deserts and the skulls
Of anguished men, they do not fear the wind
Nor ready scorpion, but that those walls
Of old despair will break and unknown floods befriend.
Some in the ageless sea their eyes have drowned
And wander blind: likewise when overhead
The sharp stars burn, my seeking heart once found
Infinity within, and died defeated.
Who told us then that all things living share
Content and ecstasy without a name?
The mystic dreaming of a mountain where
God the great lioness at last is tame.
Prometheus bleeding on the cross of time
O raise your eyes where the great waters flow
And breathe and hear night's cloudy torrent chime
From those immortal citadels of snow.
Soon shall the mad mnemonic crow take rest
The peace of night is yours when earth receives
Her vain and wandering children to that breast
Where no man strives nor loves, and nothing grieves.
Hocken Library, University of Otago, MS 704/14, poem 899. Composed 4 November 1945.
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